2018 Heidi Potter Holistic Horsemanship Clinic
“Creating Harmony with Horses”
Saturday/Sunday October 27-28, 2018
FeatherHeart Ranch-Ramona, California
An Inspirational & Educational
Equine Experience!
Open your mind and heart to discover the true
language of the horse.

Discover what the
horse is saying and
how to speak back to
him in a way he can
understand.

~Fees~
$375 Early Bird Rate
(50% Dep & Reg by
8/25/18)
$450 post 8/25
Contact Host:
Garet Bedrosian
619-300-8002 or
garet@garetbedrosia
n.com

This unique clinic is about bringing
enrichment to the relationship shared
between horses and humans. It will:
 Deepen your understanding of equine
behavior and the subtleties of their
communication system.
 Offer you lessons in mindfulness and
self-awareness to enhance the
relationship you share with horses.
 Allow you to experience the difference
becoming more grounded and centered
makes to the horse.

Learn what’s needed
to create more safe,
trusting and
enjoyable
partnerships with
your equine friends.

The weekend includes workshops in
theory, interactive exercises with humans,
herd observation, sharing space with
horses at liberty and in-hand application.
~No Horse Experience Needed~
Horses Are Provided
12 Participating Spots Available
Auditors Encouraged & Welcome

Discover how to use
body language and
energy to
communicate
effectively.

Meet the Clinician
Heidi Potter is an internationally known and respected Trainer, Clinician, Instructor and Author who
shares over 50 years of horse experience. Her teaching and training is influenced by her practice in
traditional Eastern martial arts, her work as a Centered Riding© Clinician and her work with a variety of
like-minded trainers. Currently she is apprenticing with Sharon Wilsie, founder and author of Horse Speak,
The Equine-Human Translation Guide. Ms. Potter specializes in using a holistic, compassionate, mindful
approach to horses. She teaches a wide variety of training and riding clinics at her Southern Vermont
facility, The New England Center for Horsemanship and abroad. To learn more visit www.heidipotter.com

